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with every succeeding drama it became truer. The
facts and experiences of life gradually gained the upper
hand over the thesis, until, in The Wild Duck, his
partisanship is altogether disguised, not to say
confused.
Now-a-days, we are more interested in the artist in
Ibsen than in the ideas for which he fought; the
all-important fact is that, with The Pillars of Society, he
began to write a new kind of drama, which has left a
deep mark on the evolution of dramatic form. We
have seen this new art developing. At an early stage,
his need for psychological truth had made demands
which the traditional form of the drama could not
satisfy. It is true, the French drama, since Scribe,
had made a great advance towards a correlation of
drama and life, by reducing the elements of chance
and surprise on which the intrigue of the earlier
comedy largely relied; and Ibsen learned from both
Augier and Dumas fils. But his more immediate
model for The Pillars of Society was not French but
Norwegian. The play was a direct challenge to
Bjornson's drama A Bankruptcy, produced a couple of
years before. Bjornson was too good a liberal and
democrat to stress the lie of society, and his play is
concerned with the unmasking of a much less
equivocal pillar of society than Consul Bernick; but
Ibsen clearly learned from him.
It has often been observed that the dramas of Ibsen's
later period are all linked together in a kind of logical
sequence: each work seems to have been suggested
by, and to have grown out of, its predecessor. The
campaign against the lie of society had been prepared
in The Young Men's League; and from the web of that
drama and of The Pillars of Society Ibsen selected a
number of threads for his next work. Selma Bratsberg
had complained, in The Young Men's League, that she
had not been allowed to participate in her husband's
troubles. " You dressed me ", she says, " like a doll;
and you played with me as children play with a doll."

